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The study done in the chapter clearly shows the great quality of LUSTRE that is a purely functional, synchronous, data
flow, equational language, for specifying very-large-scale integration (VLSI) architectures and formally working on these
specifications.

Delp , " In this paper we identify and discuss technical issues we consider crucial to the HPCC program. The
focus is on the usefulness of scalable parallel computers for National Challenge problems. We identify three
interrelated aspects of usefulness: We discuss the importance of algorithm design and computational model
development and advocate the design of libraries and software environments to bridge the gap between
algorithm designer and application programmer. Finally, we consider the role of applications for solving
National Challenge problems. The content of the information does not necessarily reflect the position or policy
of the United States Government and no official endorsement should be inferred. A method is proposed for the
visual detection of objects that move independently of the observerina3Ddynamicenvironment. Many of the
existing techniques for solving this problem are based on 2D motion models, whichis equivalent to assuming
that all the objects in a scene are at a constant depth Many of the existing techniques for solving this problem
are based on 2D motion models, whichis equivalent to assuming that all the objects in a scene are at a constant
depth from the observer. Although such methods perform well if this assumption holds, they may give
erroneous results when applied to scenes with large depth variations. Additionally,many of the existing
techniques rely on the computation of optical flow, whichamounts to solving the ill-posed correspondence
problem. In this paper, independent 3D motion detection is formulated using 3D models and is approached as
a problem of robust regression applied to visual input acquired by a binocular, rigidly moving observer.
Similar analysis is applied both to the stereoscopic data taken by a non-calibrated stereoscopic system and to
the motion data obtained from successive frames in time. Least Median of Squares LMedS estimation is
applied to stereoscopic data to produce maps of image regions characterized by a dominant depth. LMedS is
also applied to the motion data that are related to the points at the dominant depth, to segment the latter with
respect to 3D motion. In contrast to the methods that rely on 2D models, the proposed method performs
accurately,even in the case of scenes with large depth variations. Both stereo and motion processing is based
on the normal flow field which can be accurately computed from the spatiotemporal derivatives of the image
intensity function. Although parts of the proposed scheme have nontrivial computational requirements,
computations can be expedited byvarious ways which are discussed in detail. This is also demonstrated by an
on-bo Show Context Citation Context Image smoothing is a characteristic example of low level, data parallel
algorithms [38]. The computation of normal ow either stereo normal ow or motion normal ow , also belongs to
t Position-invariant hierarchical image analysis by James V. Spatial hierarchy is an appealing strategy for
image analysis, but standard hierarchical methods give increasingly sparse, position dependent results with
increasing level. This paper endows simple hierarchical techniques with positioninvariance by an architectural
extension, broadening their scope This paper endows simple hierarchical techniques with positioninvariance
by an architectural extension, broadening their scope with no increase in algorithmic complexity. The tree
structure is extended intoan exhaustive hierarchy containinga node at every image location at every level. This
maps straightforwardly to existing parallel computers; one pass takes time on a hypercube and time on a mesh,
for an image. We present novel algorithms for labeling connected components; detecting line features
robustly; and computing distance transforms. The algorithms are exceedingly simple, usually optimal, and
involve a minimum of storage and communication per node. A binary image tree. It is built on a square base
array of width and has levels above the base. A region at level , a parent, is the union of two child regions at
level. A parallel hierarchical process loops upward or Defining an optimal schedule for arbitrary algorithms on
a network of heterogeneous machines is an NP complete problem. This paper focuses on data parallel
deterministic neighborhood computer vision algorithms. This focus enables the linear time definition of a
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schedule which minimizes the distribut This focus enables the linear time definition of a schedule which
minimizes the distributed execution time by overlapping computation andcommunication cycles on the
network. We investigate the limitations of the static scheduling model based on statistical descriptions of the
model parameters. Using statistical models, an approximation of the schedule length density function is
derived. This statistical model is used to establish better approximations of schedule length. Introduction In
the past, many studies have been performed analyzing the capabilities of various parallel processor -- vision
algorithm mappings. Most of these efforts focus on the mapping of a single machine to a single algorithm, or
mapping a suite of algorithms to a single architecture [17]. Most of the conclusions made in these studies ar
Khokhar T J, Leah H. Abstract- Cloner is a prototyping environment for computer vision and image
processing CVIP algorithms and tasks. It is being designed to allow users to take advantage of the computing
power provided by parallel processing systems without requiring an extensive understanding of the
underlyiriig ar It is being designed to allow users to take advantage of the computing power provided by
parallel processing systems without requiring an extensive understanding of the underlyiriig architecture. In
this paper, we focus on the use of Cloner to achieve high-performance implementations for a class of
low-level CVIP algorithms. In particular, computer vision and image processing CVIP algorithms have two
attributes that make them ideal for parallel implementation. First, they are usually computationaliy intensive,
making parallel processing an attractive approach [18]. Second, CVIP algorithms typically operate on large
data sets, either on pixels in low-level image processing or on potentially large model Show Context Citation
Context Second, CVIP algorithms typically operate on large data sets,seither on pixels in low-level image
processing or on potentially large modelsdatabases in high-level vision. DE MAN , " In this paper, an
architectural template is presented, which is able to execute the full search motion estimation algorithm or
other similar video or image processing algorithms in real time. It is also possib It is also possible to integrate
everything on a chip set using VSP cores. Due to the programmability, the system is very flexible and can be
used for emulation of other similar block-oriented local-neighborhood algorithms. The architecture can be
easily divided into several partitions, without data-exchange between partitions. Special attention is paid to
memory size and transfer optimization, which are dominant factors for both area and power cost. Catthoor ,
Elsevier, See Elsevier copyright procedure Patel, Chao-chun Wang, Ashfaq A. Cloner is an image processing
prototyping environment that helps users design new parallel image processing algorithms for a target
machine by building on and modifying existing library algorithms. Cloner provides computer vision and
image processing researchers with tools to develop efficient appli Cloner provides computer vision and image
processing researchers with tools to develop efficient applications on currently available parallel computers,
without requiring them to develop an extensive understanding of the underlying architecture. This paper
presents an overview of the Cloner environment. We describe the Cloner user interface, discuss how guided
access is accomplished, and show via example how Cloner supports the rapid development of high
performance codes. The pyramid architecture is a powerful topology in the area of computer vision. On the
other hand, the 3D mesh architecture possesses rich topological features which make it suitable for building
scalable parallel processor systems. The usefulness of these two architectures has led us to consider th The
usefulness of these two architectures has led us to consider the problem of embedding pyramids into 3D
meshes, for which we present two solutions. The first solution, termed natural embedding, maps a pyramid
into a 3D mesh such that each level of the pyramid is mapped to a single level of the 3D mesh. The second
solution, termed multiple embedding, allows simultaneous embedding of multiple pyramids into a single 3D
mesh. The quality of both solutions is evaluated using dilation and expansion measures. Using the multiple
embedding, we are able to obtain an average dilation of 1. Second, the proof of embedding for the source
architecture is also a proof of all algorithms to be implemented in the target architecture, with the level of
efficiency determined by the cost associa
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A comprehensive overview of the current evolution of research in algorithms, architectures and compilation for parallel
systems is provided by this publication.

A new very large scale integration VLSI algorithm for a 2N-length discrete Hartley transform DHT There are
also several split-radix algorithms for that can be efficiently implemented on a highly modular and computing
DHT with a low arithmetic cost. The DHT algorithm can be efficiently split on low arithmetic cost proposed
another split-radix algorithm several parallel parts that can be executed concurrently. Using the advantages of
the implement on VLSI due to its irregular computational proposed algorithm and the fact that we can
efficiently share structure and due to the fact that the butterflies significantly the multipliers with the same
constant, the number of the differ from stage to stage. Thus, it is necessary to derive multipliers has been
significantly reduced such that the new such algorithms that are suited for a parallel VLSI number of
multipliers is very small comparing with that of system. Moreover, the multipliers with a constant can be
efficiently implemented in VLSI. Image There are also in the literature several fast algorithms compression is
largely possible by exploiting various kinds that use a recursive strategy as that for discrete cosine of
redundancies which are typically present in an image. Since The extent of redundancies may vary from image
to image. DHT is computationally intensive, it is necessary to derive Image compression algorithms aim to
remove redundancy in dedicated hardware implementations using the VLSI data in a way which makes image
reconstruction possible. This basically means that image compression algorithms try to exploit redundancies in
the data, they calculate which One category of VLSI implementations is represented data needs to be kept in
order to reconstruct the original by systolic arrays. Image implementations of DHT. Systolic array
architectures are compression and coding techniques explore three types of modular and regular, but they use
particularly pipelining and redundancies: Coding redundancy consists in using variable-length code words In
the literature, highly parallel solutions as those in selected as to match the statistics of the image itself or a and
were also proposed. In, a highly parallel and modular processed version of its pixel values. In, we have a
highly tables LUTs. It is Index Terms: This is the The Discrete Fourier transform DFT is used in many reason
why memory-based solutions to implement digital signal processing applications as in signal and image
multipliers have been more and more used in the literature. The discrete Hartley transform DHT based
solutions, it is necessary that one operand to be a can be used to efficiently replace the DFT when the input
constant. When one of the operands is constant, it is sequence is real. It can be used for 85 www. Where f x, y
is the intensity of the pixel at position x, y Moreover, using sub expression sharing technique and H u,v is the
value of element in frequency domain. In the proposed solution, we have used only multipliers with The FHT
are also used for fast arithmetic operation. In a constant that can be efficiently implemented in VLSI. These
equation form parallelism and by using a modular and regular structure but representation is it can be also
used to obtain a small hardware complexity by extensively sharing the common blocks. The Hartley transform
is an integral transform closely associated with the Fast Fourier Transform; however that The DHT is
somehow conceptually easier than the DFT transforms real-valued functions to real-valued functions. Hartley
in , and is one in all complexness. Compared to the Fourier transform, the Hartley transform has the benefits
of 2. An FFT could be a thanks to work out This transform differs from the classic Fourier identical result
more quickly: In points within the naive manner, victimization the definition, the Fourier transform, we have
the exponential kernel: Conversely, for real-valued functions f t , the Hartley transform is given 2. The above
simulation shows the twiddle factor Fig. Block diagram of LUT distributed for the multipliers W W3
represents the twiddle factors in memory. Stage box 2 3. An extremely parallel resolution for the
implementation of DHT supported a direct implementation The above simulation shows the twiddle factor of
fast Hartley transforms FHT. W3 represents the hardware implementations of FHT are rare. The multiplier
consists of 1 and The DHT algorithmic rule will be expeditiously split on many parallel elements which will
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be dead at the same time. Moreover, the projected algorithmic rule is compatible for the sub expression
sharing technique which will be wont to considerably reduce the hardware quality of the extremely parallel
VLSI implementation. Using the benefits of the projected algorithmic rule and also the fact that we will
efficiently share the multipliers with constant, the quantity of the multipliers has been considerably reduced
specified the quantity of multipliers is incredibly tiny examination with that of the existing algorithms.
Moreover, the multipliers with a relentless will be expeditiously enforced in VLSI. W3 represents the twiddle
factors in IV. As the multiplier consists of common digits -1 4. RTL schematic Multiplication the above
simulation is the multiplier output for the twiddle factors and the inputs. Imaginary multiplication 88 www.
Rabiner, Multi-rate Digital Signal Processing. The selection line is the switch no. FFT has consumed 8 adders
4 [8]. II, Implementation is done in verilog language using Xilinx Exp. I, Split-radix techniques are very
attractive since they Reg. As processors evolve, the finite register set limitation also [10]. Briefs, used to
exploit the advantages of the larger and more vol. Many promising hybrid techniques have been also
developed [11]. Signal disk as well as its power spectrum. The ability to view and Process. Finally, the dyadic
frequency domain operations [12] H.
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